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Informal deﬁnition
Formal proving “ “checking” proof using computers
… by implementing the proof in a proof assistant
Remark
Formal proving ‰ proving mathematical statements automatically.
Many proof assistants: Agda, Coq, Isabelle, HOL-Light, Lean, Mizar, PVS, etc
ë underlying logic, proof kernel, automation, libraries, etc
Recent achievements
• completion of Kepler conjecture [Hales et al., 2017]
• Feit–Thompson theorem [Gonthier et al., 2013]
• a collection of 100 theorems, see http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freek/100/
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Convex polyhedra are universal objects:
Pure maths discrete mathematics, combinatorics, algebraic geometry, etc
Applied maths optimization, operations research, control theory, etc
CS computational geometry, software veriﬁcation, compilation
and program optimization, constraint solving, etc.
Some reasons to formalize convex polyhedra
• increase the level of trust in polyhedral computation
(and their critical applications)
• get rid of ﬂaws in complicated proofs
• provide rigorous proof of theorems relying on informal computations
(“formal experimental maths”)
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of the deﬁning system (Farkas Lemma)
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Summary of our contribution
First steps of the formalization of the theory of convex polyhedra, in Coq.
Main characteristics
It is carried out in an effective way:
1. relies on a complete implementation of the simplex method
(correctness + termination)
2. basic predicates (emptiness, boundedness, etc) of polyhedra are
deﬁned by means of Coq programs, calling the simplex method

Outcome
• predicates naturally come with certiﬁcates
• this easily provides several essential results on polyhedra (Farkas,
Minkowski, strong duality Th., etc)
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Our contribution (2)
Implementation
The development is gathered in the library Coq-Polyhedra:
github.com/nhojem/Coq-Polyhedra

It is based on the Mathematical Components Library [Gonthier et al., 2016]:
• we extensively use its Boolean reﬂection methodology
predicates over polyhedra
” Coq programs
bool

reflect

usual statements
” logical formula
Prop

• we exploit some of its components (mainly linear algebra) to formalize
the simplex method.
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Related work
Existing formalizations of polyhedra
HOL-Light very complete formalization of convex polyhedra, including
several important results [Harrison, 2013]
Isabelle implementation of a simplex-based satisﬁability
procedure [Spasić and Marić, 2012]
Goal: obtain a practical and executable code for SMT solving
Coq implementation of Fourier–Motzkin elimination on linear
inequalities [Sakaguchi, 2016]
In comparison,
• our approach is effective, based on certiﬁcates
• we use the simplex method as a mathematical tool
Remark
Polyhedra are also used in formal proving as “informal backend”.
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A quick overview at Coq and
Mathematical Components

The proof assistant Coq
Main features
• developed since „ 30 years, ﬁrst implementation by Coquand and Huet
• written in OCaml
• relies on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC)
• GUIs: CoqIDE, Emacs/Proof General, etc
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Main features
• developed since „ 30 years, ﬁrst implementation by Coquand and Huet
• written in OCaml
• relies on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC)
• GUIs: CoqIDE, Emacs/Proof General, etc
CIC “ very rich typed functional programming language,
well-suited for implementing mathematical objects and statements
CIC is an intuitionistic (constructive) logic
• no excluded middle law P _ ␣P
• no double negation elimination P ô ␣␣P, no reductio ad absurdum
• to show Dx. Ppxq, you need to construct an x such that Ppxq holds.
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Functional = functions are terms like any other (constants, variables, etc)
Notation
• f x stands for the application of f to x (compared with f(x) in most
imperative languages);
• fun x => t is the function which maps x to t;
• curryﬁed form: fun x => fun y => t, compared with fun (x,y) => t
Example
• if f and g are two functions, f g stands for their composition.
• lots of pattern matching, loops implemented via recursion, etc
Types
Every term comes with a type, for instance:
• nat, bool
• A -> B: functions from A to B
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Checking proof: Curry–Howard isomorphism
General correspondence principle between logical formulas and types
Formula
A
proof x of A
A^B
A_B
A ùñ B
@x. Apxq
False

Type
A
x:A
A * B
A + B
A -> B

Πx A(x)
False

the type A lives in the sort Prop
the term x has type A
the type of pairs (a,b), where a:A, b:B
“sum type”, either a:A or b:B
function which returns a proof of B
from a proof of A
dependent product
empty type

Coq is a typechecker!
The kernel of Coq checks that the type of terms is correct w.r.t. a set of
inference rules.
Example
f : A -> B
a : A
f a : B

” if A ùñ B and A hold, then B holds
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Two different worlds:
• logical formulas of CIC, which live in the sort Prop
• Boolean algebra, i.e., the type bool := true | false.
Prop

bool

True, False

true, false

A /\ B

a && b

A \/ B

a || b

~ A

~~ a

forall x, P x

[forall i, p i]

Pros of bool
bool behaves like the classical logic!

ùñ overcome the intuitionistic restriction of CIC
allows case analysis, reductio ad absurdum, etc
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Boolean reﬂection (2)
But using of bool
• requires to implement a decision procedure in the CIC:
Booleans are computed by Coq functions
Example
Decidable equality over naturals (type nat)
Fixpoint eqn m n {struct m} :=
match m, n with
| 0, 0 => true
| m'.+1, n'.+1 => eqn m' n'
| _, _ => false
end.
About eqn.
eqn : nat -> nat -> bool
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Boolean reﬂection (2)
But using of bool
• requires to implement a decision procedure in the CIC:
Booleans are computed by Coq functions
• is less convenient to manipulate the logical part of formulas.
ùñ MathComp combines the best of the two worlds Prop and bool,
via the Boolean reﬂection methodology:
Reﬂection predicate
reflect P b essentially means that P:Prop and b:bool are equivalent:

• either P holds and b = true,
• or ~ P holds and b = false.
` MathComp provides reﬂection views to pass from bool to Prop,
and vice versa.

Examples!
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Formalizing the simplex method

The purpose of the simplex method
Linear programming
minimize

xc, xy

subject to Ax ě b , x P Rn
ř
where A P Rmˆn , b P Rn , c P Rn , and xc, xy :“ ni“1 ci xi .
Example
x2

minimize
subject to

3x1 ` x2
x1 ` x2 ě 4
´x1 ´ 3x2 ě ´23
4x1 ´ x2 ě 1
´2x1 ` x2 ě ´11

x1

x2 ě 1
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minimize

xc, xy

subject to Ax ě b , x P Rn
ř
where A P Rmˆn , b P Rn , c P Rn , and xc, xy :“ ni“1 ci xi .
The value of the linear program can be

x2

• ﬁnite (optimal point)
• equal to ´8 (no lower bound)
ùñ the LP is unbounded
• equal to `8 (empty feasible set)
ùñ the LP is infeasible

´c

x1
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subject to Ax ě b , x P R

n

subject to AT u “ c , u ě 0 , u P Rm

Theorem (Strong duality)
If one of the two LPs is feasible, then they have the same optimal value. (…)
Corollary (Farkas Lemma)
The polyhedron tx P Rn : Ax ě bu is empty if and only if the value of the
following LP is `8:
maximize xb, uy

subject to AT u “ 0 , u ě 0 , u P Rm

Fit the Boolean reﬂection framework
Emptiness of polyhedra can be deﬁned as a Boolean predicate, relying on
the simplex method.
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The purpose of the simplex method (3)
Linear programming
minimize

xc, xy

subject to Ax ě b , x P Rn
ř
where A P Rmˆn , b P Rn , c P Rn , and xc, xy :“ ni“1 ci xi .
Global variables:
Variable A: 'M_(m,n). (* matrix of size m*n *)
Variable b: 'cV_m. (* col. vector of size m *)
Variable c: 'cV_n. (* col. vector of size n *)

The feasible set is formalized via a Boolean predicate
Definition polyhedron A b := [pred x:'cV_n | (A *m x) >=m b].

• *m is the matrix product
• y >=m z is a notation for [forall i, y i 0 >= z i 0]
ùñ x \in polyhedron A b reduces to A *m x >=m b.
Objective function ” '[c,x], notation for \sum_(i < n) c_i * x_i.
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1. starting from an initial vertex
2. iterate over the vertex-edge graph
while decreasing the objective function

x2

3. up to ﬁnding an optimal vertex
Three ingredients:
• bases encode vertices
• reduced costs determine optimality

x1

• pivoting switches from a vertex to
another
or determines if the LP is unbounded
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Bases
Deﬁnition
A basis is a subset I Ă t1, . . . , mu of cardinality n such that the system
Ai x “ bi ,

iPI

has a unique solution, called the basic point.
The basis is feasible when the basic point belongs to the polyhedron.
x2

minimize
subject to

t4, 5u

x1

3x1 ` x2
x1 ` x2 ě 4

1

´x1 ´ 3x2 ě ´23

2

4x1 ´ x2 ě 1

3

´ 2x1 ` x2 ě ´11

4

x2 ě 1

5
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Deﬁnition
A basis is a subset I Ă t1, . . . , mu of cardinality n such that the system
Ai x “ bi ,

iPI

has a unique solution, called the basic point.
The basis is feasible when the basic point belongs to the polyhedron.
Bases are formalized via three layers of types:
Inductive prebasis := Prebasis (I: {set 'I_m}) of (#|I| == n).
Inductive basis :=
Basis (I:prebasis) of row_free (row_submx A I).
Inductive feasible_basis :=
FeasibleBasis (I:basis) of point_of_basis I \in polyhedron A b

where we have deﬁned:
Definition point_of_basis (I:basis) :=
(qinvmx [...] (row_submx A I)) *m (row_submx b I).
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The reduced cost vector at basis I is deﬁned as the unique solution u P RI
of the system
pAI qT u “ c .
In Coq, this simply writes as:
Definition reduced_cost :=
(qinvmx [...] (row_submx A I))^T *m c.
Lemma optimality_certificate :
reduced_cost >=m 0 ->
forall x, x \in polyhedron A b ->
'[c, point_of_basis I] <= '[c, x].

Proof sketch
xc, xy “ xu, AI xy “ xloomo
u on, A
I x ´ bI y ` xu, bI y ď xu, bI y
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ě0
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Variable i : 'I_#|I|.

x2

Hypothesis [...] : reduced_cost i 0 < 0.

we can build a direction vector which
• follows an incident edge
• decreases the objective function
Definition direction :=
let: ei := (delta_mx i 0) in
(qinvmx [...] (row_submx A I)) *m ei.

´c
x1

Lemma direction_improvement :
'[c, direction] < 0.
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At this stage, two possibilities:

x1

• the direction is feasible: (A *m direction) >=m 0
i.e., the halﬂine is contained in the polyhedron
ùñ the LP is unbounded
Lemma unbounded_certificate : (A *m direction) >=m 0 ->
forall M, exists x, (x \in polyhedron A b) /\ ('[c,x] < M)
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• the usual order is replaced by the lexicographic order
Definition b_pert := (row_mx b -(1%:M)) : 'M_(m,1+m).
Definition point_of_basis_pert (I:basis) : 'M_(n,1+m) :=
(qinvmx [...] (row_submx A I)) *m (row_submx b_pert I).
Lemma rel_points_of_basis (I:basis):
point_of_basis I = col 0 (point_of_basis_pert I).

ùñ type lex_feasible_basis ” feasible basis in the lex-setting:
Lemma lex_feasible_basis_is_feasible (I:lex_feasible_basis):
is_feasible I.
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point_of_basis_pert I is nonzero if, and only if, j belongs to I:
Lemma col_point_of_basis_pert (I:basis) (j:'I_m):
(col (rshift 1 j) (point_of_basis_pert I) != 0) = (j \in I).

which follows from
Lemma col_b_pert (I:prebasis) (j:'I_m):
(col (rshift 1 j) (row_submx b_pert I) != 0) = (j \in I).

This ﬁnally ensure that:
Fact [...] : (c^T *m point_of_basis_pert next_I)
<lex (c^T *m point_of_basis_pert I).
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We arrive at a complete implementation of Phase II simplex method:
simplex_phase2 : feasible_basis -> result

where
Inductive result :=
| Optimal_basis of feasible_basis.
| Unbounded_cert (I: feasible_basis) of 'I_#|I|

Correction is speciﬁed via an inductive predicate (a la MathComp):
Lemma phase2P : forall I_0, phase2_spec (simplex_phase2 I_0).

where
Inductive phase2_spec : result -> Type :=
| Optimal (I: feasible_basis) of
(reduced_cost I) >=m 0 : phase2_spec (Optimal_basis I).
| Unbounded (I: feasible_basis) (i: 'I_#|I|) of
(reduced_cost I) i 0 < 0 /\ (A *m direction I i) >=m 0 :
phase2_spec (Unbounded_cert i).
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subject to AT u “ 0 , u ě 0 , u P Rm

Definition feasible :=
let dualA := col_mx (col_mx A^T (-A^T)) (1%:M) in
match simplex_phase2 dualA 0 (-b) with
| Optimal_basis _ => true | Unbounded_cert _ => false.

We relate this deﬁnition with the usual logical statements:
Lemma feasibleP :
reflect (exists x, x \in polyhedron A b) feasible.
Lemma infeasibleP : (* Farkas Lemma *)
reflect (exists d, [/\ A^T *m d = 0, d >=m 0 & '[b,d] > 0])
(~~ feasible).

Proof sketch
• the witness x is built from the reduced costs vector associated with the
optimal basis
• inconsistency cert. d is built from the unboundedness certiﬁcate
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…by calling Phase II
…on a certain LP for which an initial feasible basis can be easily built.
Assumption: the polyhedron is pointed
Hypothesis Hpointed: (\rank A >= n)%N.

Phase I Linear Program
minimize

xe, y ´ AK xy

subject to AK x ď bK ` y , AL x ě bL
y ě 0 , px, yq P Rn`p
where K and L are built from an (arbitrary) basis I:
K :“ ti P rms : Ai xI ă bi u ,

L :“ ti P rms : Ai xI ě bi u .

ùñ we ﬁnally obtain a complete implementation of the simplex method.
BUT this requires advanced manipulations of block matrices (ą 500 lines).
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Phase I: ﬁnding a feasible basis (2)
Alternative algorithm :
• start from an arbitrary x P PpA, bq
• let Ipxq :“ ti P rms : Ai x “ bi u

x2

• take d ‰ 0 such that d P ker AIpxq
• move along ˘d from x, up to the boundary
ùñ new point x1 P PpA, bq, s.t.
rank AIpx1 q ą rank AIpxq
• if ker AIpxq “ t0u, x is a feasible basic point.

x1

Remark
• the initial x is provided by the dual Phase II:
Lemma feasibleP :
reflect (exists x, x \in polyhedron A b) feasible.

• share steps with the simplex method
• conceptually (and computationally) simpler
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General case
Reduction to the pointed case:
minimize

xc, v ´ wy

subject to Apv ´ wq ě b , v ě 0 , w ě 0 , pv, wq P Rn`n

(1)

We arrive at the deﬁnition of the function simplex:
Inductive simplex_spec : simplex_final_result -> Type :=
| Infeasible d of ([/\ A^T *m d = 0, d >=m 0 & '[b, d] > 0):
simplex_spec (Simplex_infeasible d)
| Unbounded p of
[/\ (p.1 \in polyhedron A b), A *m p.2 >=m 0 &
'[c,p.2] < 0]: simplex_spec (Simplex_unbounded p)
| Optimal_point p of
[/\ (p.1 \in polyhedron A b), (p.2 \in dual_polyhedron A c) &
'[c,p.1] = '[b,p.2]]: simplex_spec (Simplex_optimal_point p).
Theorem simplexP : simplex_spec simplex.

which completely solves an LP (from scratch).
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if simplex is Simplex_unbounded _ then true else false.
Lemma unboundedP : reflect
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Additional Boolean predicates on polyhedra
Definition unbounded :=
if simplex is Simplex_unbounded _ then true else false.
Lemma unboundedP : reflect
(forall M, exists y, y \in polyhedron A b /\ '[c,y] < M)
unbounded.

Proof sketch
[...]
| Unbounded p of
[/\ (p.1 \in polyhedron A b), (A *m p.2 >=m 0) &
'[c,p.2] < 0]: simplex_spec (Simplex_unbounded p)
[...]

The certiﬁcate y is built by taking a point of the form p.1 ` λp.2, where
λ ě 0 is sufﬁciently large.
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Effective formalization of convex
polyhedra

Strong duality
Primal LP
minimize

xc, xy

subject to Ax ě b , x P Rn

Dual LP
maximize xb, uy
subject to AT u “ c , u ě 0 , u P Rm

Theorem
• the value of the primal LP is ě the value of the dual LP;
• both LP have the same value, unless both LP are infeasible.
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subject to AT u “ c , u ě 0 , u P Rm

Theorem
• the value of the primal LP is ě the value of the dual LP;
• both LP have the same value, unless both LP are infeasible.
Fact weak_duality : forall x, forall u,
x \in polyhedron A b -> u \in dual_polyhedron A c ->
'[c,x] >= '[b,u].
Fact strong_duality : [...]
exists x, exists u, x \in polyhedron A b ->
u \in dual_polyhedron A c -> '[c,x] = '[b,u].

Proof sketch
| Optimal_point p of
[/\ (p.1 \in polyhedron A b), (p.2 \in dual_polyhedron A c) &
'[c,p.1] = '[b,p.2]]: simplex_spec (Simplex_optimal_point p).
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Convex hulls
Deﬁnition
A point x P Rn belongs to the convex hull of the set V “ tv1 , . . . , vp u if
Dλ P Rp ,

x“

p
ÿ
i“1

λi vi

where λ ě 0 ,

p
ÿ

λi “ 1 .

i“1
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ùñ membership amounts to the non-emptiness of a polyhedron in
λ P Rp (parametrized by x and V)
Let e := (const_mx 1):'cV_p. (* vector with constant entry 1 *)
Definition is_in_convex_hull (x:'cV_n) :=
let Ax :=
col_mx (col_mx (col_mx V (-V)) (col_mx e^T (-e^T))) 1%:M in
let bx :=
col_mx (col_mx (col_mx x (-x)) (col_mx 1 (-1))) (0:'cV_p) in
feasible Ax bx.
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Dλ P Rp ,

x“

p
ÿ
i“1

λi vi

where λ ě 0 ,
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ÿ
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i“1

ùñ membership amounts to the non-emptiness of a polyhedron in
λ P Rp (parametrized by x and V)
Let e := (const_mx 1):'cV_p. (* vector with constant entry 1 *)
Definition is_in_convex_hull (x:'cV_n) :=
let Ax :=
col_mx (col_mx (col_mx V (-V)) (col_mx e^T (-e^T))) 1%:M in
let bx :=
col_mx (col_mx (col_mx x (-x)) (col_mx 1 (-1))) (0:'cV_p) in
feasible Ax bx.
Lemma is_in_convex_hullP (x:'cV_n) : reflect
(exists lambda:'cV_p,
[/\ (lambda >=m 0), '[e, lambda] = 1 & x = V *m lambda])
(is_in_convex_hull x).
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Convex hulls (2)

Theorem (Separation result)
If x does not belong to the convex
hull of V, there exists c P Rn such
that
xc, vi y ą xc, xy ,

x2

v4
v3
x

v5

i “ 1, . . . , p
v1

v2

x1
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Theorem (Separation result)
If x does not belong to the convex
hull of V, there exists c P Rn such
that
xc, vi y ą xc, xy ,

x2

v4
v3
x

v5

i “ 1, . . . , p
v1

v2

x1

Theorem separation (x: 'cV_n) : ~~ (is_in_convex_hull x)
-> exists c, [forall i, '[c, col i V] > '[c, x]].

Proof sketch
The certiﬁcate c is built as
(dsubmx (usubmx (usubmx d)))-(usubmx (usubmx (usubmx d))) where
d is the infeasibility certiﬁcate of the polyhedron over λ P Rp .
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Minkowski Theorem
Theorem
Every bounded polyhedron is the convex hull of ﬁnitely many points.
Theorem minkowski : bounded_polyhedron A b ->
polyhedron A b =i is_in_convex_hull matrix_of_points.

where:
• =i is the extensional equality
• matrix_of_points is the matrix of the feasible basic points
Proof sketch
Suppose that x lies in the polyhedron.
If x does not belong to the convex hull of the basic points, there exists c
such that
xc, z˚ y ď xc, xy ă xc, zy

for all feasible basic point z

where z˚ is the basic point found by the simplex method.
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Conclusion

Summary of the contributions
First steps of the formalization of the theory of convex polyhedra in Coq
• carried out in an effective way
• by exploiting a formalization of the simplex method

Perspectives
• continue the development of the theory
Example: faces Ñ dimension Ñ afﬁne hull
• formalize combinatorial enumeration algorithms
Example: enumerate the vertices of a polyhedron
• handle large-scale instances
Example: formally disprove Hirsch conjecture? (e.g., „ 35 000 vertices)
ùñ reﬁne algorithms to work with low-level data structures
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Thank you!
github.com/nhojem/Coq-Polyhedra
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